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IIAspect of Unit as Object of i1easuremit
IIIContinuity
Appendix:Measurement of Economic GrowthIntroductorr
i) onom10 growth is described, in a preliminaryway, as a sustained in-
crease in theproduct of a social unit. onoxnic Stagnation and decayare
defined by substituting 'stability' op 'decline' fOr 'increase';but for
thsake of brevity, economic grOwth in subsequent COVOISthem
as well.'Sustained' means changes that Onfor at least twenty-five
years.
This definition is obviously subject to challengeon several counts:
itiiphasizeS mere quantitative over any other kind of change, and doesnot
iuition structural changes, i. e., shifts In the character and relative
weights of the coniponnts; it does not define the 'social unit'; and it
selects a minimum period that may be either too short or too long,The defi-
nition cannot be defnded here.Its sole purpose is to provide a basis for
observation and measurement.Since some countries in certain periods have
been characterized by- marked growth or decline unaccompanied by significant
changes in. structure(Cf.Chinin the eighteenth cenbiryor even India since
the last quarter of the nineteenth century), it seemed best not to complicate
the definition by introducin structural changes.once the results of eco-
notnic growth have been measured, attention may be turned to the deternining
factors that may be revealed by scrutinizing the accompanying structural
changes or the reasons for their absence.The social unit is discussedin
Paragraphs 4-6.The minimum period is chosen largely toavoid confusIon with
Short cycles.
2)Xconomjc growth is viewed as a process that hascharacterized the
recordhis tory of human society for the last five tosix thousand years- 118 -
(joe., the canvas Toynbee claims to cover),The Space aridtime limits are
very wide,and we assume here that allessential data can be had.
it may seem foolhardy to discuss such a broadhistorical canvas.No
one person, leastof all the author,possesses the knowledge to beable to
uSO it properly for reference.Yet in Consideringthe choice of unit and
of aspect, as well as of the scope of a project, Preliminarydecisions cannot
be intelligent unless based UOfl experienceAnd for the background of
experience it is best to use the widest possible canvas.Consequently, our
discussiOn will be in terms of what is known about human history,which,
little as It ny be, could well prove useful in guarding against hastycoin-
mitmaits to any particular theory, thereby narrowing the field from whichwe
can select the unit, aspect of observation, and the area of study.
3)Before outlining a study of economic growth on this long time scale
we must answer the following questions:What is the most effective unit for
which to observe economic growth?Given the unit, what is the most effective
single (simple or composite) measure of economic growth for it?Would
measuring economic growth for this unit yield a continuous reoord of long term
economic changes?
Subsequit discussion attempts to suggest the meaning and bearing of
these three questions.
IUnit
4)All units are human aggregates. An individual cannot be the unit in re-
cording arid observing economic growth partly because the life span of a
P6rson Is re].ctively short, partly because the number of units mustbe small,
Partly because thsocj]. unit riust be emphasized.But human groups(corn-- 119 -
prisiflg intotOall mankind)08.11bt differentiatedby Severalcharacteristics.
The dimensionsof the possible units in both8paoe and time should bekept in
mind.
Scholars who attribute economic growth mainly tocertain individuals
(entrepreneurs, statesmen, ate1), particularly those inclinedto the 'hero in
histoly' view, may object to the elimination of the naturalperson as a unit,
But as will be indioted inparagraph 7,we are concerned here with unitsfor
observing economic growth, not (at present) with the detenninative factorson
the basis of some preconceived theory.To observe economic growth by natural
person units is obviously hopeless.Even were the data available, economic
activity is not exhausted by accounts in terwof individuals; nor, for
reasons that will soon become obvioue, does the natural parson unit meet ade-
quately the relevant criteria of sltction.
5)Three broad typesof socialunit have been employed by investigators
in the past:(a) physical or natural -- human groups living in distinct
climatic zones or regions; or divided into subgroups that hove marked physical
characteristics (ethnic groups when distinguished on a purely physical basis);
(b) concrete social units-- ±irins, industries,political units, organizd
religions, etc.; (c) abstract social entities -- economic and social systen
(capitalism, socialism, etc. or democracy, etc.); stages (pistoral, agri-
cultural, industrial, etc.); class divisions; ethnic-cultural groups.(c)
differs from (b) in that it lacks an overt mechanism registering the affili-
ation of man to the unit.
Numerous Illustrations could be cited. UnIts of type(a) were ordinarily
chosen by scholars entertaining the theor?J that economic(or social)growth
is deterninedby natural f..ctors (climate, soil,topography, etc.) -- ef.- 120 -
among irany,Llsworth Huntingtonid the geopo1ltjcj8 -- or biological
feotore Gobineau and other 'raoists'.Units under (b)are found in
profuSiOn in all empirical studies of economic growth.Units of typeCc)
are employed byeconomic and social theoristsconcerned with 'laws' on
'stages' of development (some Of the German historical schoolsand Marx); or
with definitions of ideal types (Max Weber).Often the unit is deliberately
normative rather than realistic -- fornulated for the purpose of exploring
hypothetical chdnges in accordance with desirable goals or policies (agreat
deal. of economic theory leading to policy conclusions is of this type).
a)These types of unitare siraple.Various combinations are possible;
e.g., political units (states) in given cliaatic zones during certain phases
of capitalism. each broad category contains several types of unit, the
number of combinations is large.Some principles or criteria are therefore
needed if the choice ang the various units, no matter how preliminary, is
to be wise.Thalternative -- obviously not feasible -- is to try grouping
nnkind within the lone, time span of rccorded history by each possible type
and. combination of units,
Here we assume full availability of Iata. en if the data are already
grouped In various combinations, the investigator must have some clue in
order to find his way through the maze.And, if data were sparse, he would
need even nre guidance in planning his efforts to bridge gaps. Such guid-
ance can be souit only in hypotheses concerning the units thatwould be most
effective from the standpoint of the aims of the study.
7) Criteria for selecting units can be foiinulatedonly in the light of
these a1. The following propositions are fundamentalFirst, in the absence
of anyspecific theory about economic growth we canaccept as valid, the first
-- 12]. -
task is toobserve the forms it takes.This means that theunit must be
susceptible of observation.Analysis is a later step.Second, the purpose
of the study,at present, is to organi;e the account ofeconon1c growth by
suCh units aswill most effectively reveal the COlfllBi)fl and the disparate
elenents in experience,the constant and the variable, the persistentanti tue
transient, thereby getting as close as possible to the factors that determine
the various elements.This means that the unit muSt be chosen on the basis
of some notions, howevertentative, about the factors responsible for the
mesurab1e results of economic growth.
These propositions are illustrated by the criteria for selecting units
formulated in paragraphs 9-12.
B)If the effectiveness of various units is to be judged by theabove
propositions, the choice of unit obviously makes a big difference.Once it
hs been selectGd, effort is directed primarily towardobserving economic
growth for it.
'lb illustrate:if we choose the sovereign state us themost promising
unit, effort would be directed first at observingeconomic growth for various
sovereign stutes,nd Ume various componnts Oithe national economies(in-
dustries, economic classes, etc.)wou1be studied for theircontribution
to the growth of the soveistates.If we choose industries asthe unit,
effort would be directed first at observinggrowth in various industries
(OfAch On a world scale), then &t the contributionof the componentsof each
(country- or sovereign state-shares in the worldindustry).When data and
intellectual resources are limited, as they arein any study,priorities --
indicated by choice of units -- makedifference in thersult.I
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9)The first criterion in selecting a unit for recordingeconomic
growth jrecognizability.Unless a unit is so defined thatit c be
identified in space and. time, no observation of its economic growth can be
ven reasonablyaccurate,Of course, space and time boundaries cannotbe
drawn precisely, evenfor units that seem at first to be concrete and
specific.Jut in this,aSin the other criteria, we must be content with
rough approxiuitions tothe ideal. Hardly any human aggregate can be defined
so specifically asto leave no fUZZIn6Ss in the boundaries of space and tinie
(consider the difficulties with firms in the case of subsidiaries, political
units with disputed boundaries, etc., etc.).But this is no reason for iot
using the criterion in advance,s far as possible, to assist in choosing the
potentially most effective unit.ASwith all such criteria, refinement is
part and parcel of the cumulative process of research -- so thatin a fie.ld
in which a fair amount of empirical rourch has been done,each unit will
In turn more nearly meet the roquiranents ofrecognizability (and of other
criteria to be discussd)a
10)The second criterion is independence, i.e.,the representatives of a
unit-type must be relatively independent of one anotherto ensure measurement
of the whole, not of parts of a bigger whole (e.g.,not areas that are seg-
ments of a sovereign state that, from the standpointof economic grciJth, is
a whole; or states during periods that are niefelyphases of economicgrowth).
Independence must prevail in space (anng coexisting
units) and in time
(among sequential units); and must obviously be judged interuof economic
growth.
Clearly this criterion implies somepreliminary theory(or 'notions',
Species of theory) concerning the factorsthat governeconomic growth.pr unless wehave suchthtory, how are w todecide whtther, e.g., to
treat industriesIn a given countrys depdét EtI"tS of the Country's
,onoIny ratherthan as independent units?Thetheory may be just a hunch
based upon slight knowledge or it may be a heavily buttressed conviction;
but without it the criterion cannot be Used.Here again, in using the en-
tenon we wou]iI be enploying a little knowledge to acquire, in the apparently
uost promising fashion, ire knowledge; then use the latter to get mre
knowledge, andSO Ofl --with continuous improvement in the efficiency with
which the criterion is applied.
ii)Ththird criterion is irreducibility; i.e., no sub-units as inde-
pendent as the main unit can be distinguished within the unit.br example,
If the sver'eLgnState is the unit, it must be irreducible in that its parts
are not as independent of one another as sovereign states areof one enoth'.
In other words, the unit n'st be elementary, not a synthetic composite of
independent sub-units.Once tue unit has been defined and metts the criterion
of irreducibi1it, it mustbedivided into its components, but by definition
they will be interdependent, not independent.
This criterion is complementary to the one noted inparagraph 10, and
like independence, involves tentative theories, notions, hunches,etc., about
major factors that determine economic growth or preliminarygeneraliZatiOrLS
concerning the basic uniformities rsuiting fromthem.The criteriOn of
independence is to assure a unit large enough to bindepenaent, of ir-
reducibility, to assure an entity small enough tobe a genuine, singleunit.
12)We now apply these three criteria tothe three broadtypes of unit
described under (b).Physical andnturnl units, inand of themselves,do- 124 -
not meet the criterion of irreducibilt.For instance, given climatic
tokens d time unit, thesucce8sive humanaegregatdis-
play diverse experience in economicgrowth1experience characteristicof the
several fully independent units th1t have lived
SUCcessively In it (e.g.,
any rion of North Arnica). Ainhlar ObservationC beL]adiabout any
purely physical ornatural basis of groupingpeople,
This stLtement should not binterpreteda8implying that physicalLad
natural factors do not impede or promote economicgrowth.In som. small
natural regions (e.g.,he Arctic Circle), PhYSICalfactors may exo1x1e so
much social experience as to leave onlya fewpotentials,jut the general
impression one acquires from observing a broadcanvas of economic history
is hi divse economic experiicecan bein similar physical andnatural
conditions.If aphysical unit were theunit ofobservatIon, we would have
a heterogeneous mass in which the parts would not easily fall into any cc-
h'ent system and that could not beffectively analyzed until it was divided
into homogeneous units.
13).tbstr:ct social units do not met the criterion of recognizability.
The greatestdifficulty in usingthem is not indefinitionbutinapplication,
that Is, establishing thare: end. the time each unit rpreseats.Of course,
(ÜCh Unit could bgiven arbitrary spaceandtimeboundaribut they would
be subjectto doubt and dispute.Consequently,the use of an abstract unit
Woube difficult.
This judgwent brings up onceagain theperennial problem oftherelevance
or theorytoempiricallyobservable reality.The implication is that whatever
theorihave bn embodied in such concepts ascpitalism (qualified by
vrioua udjectivs), of different 'types'ofconornIc systemd the like,- 125
have notrested upon a solid enough basis of recorded factto cover all the
varieties.If one could argue, e.g., thatng1and in the ninetbenth century
the United tates in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries wereunits
that could be identified as belonging to the species 'democratic industrial
capitalism', could one be sure that Germany from 1870 to 1938 or Japan since
the Meji era also was a member?And if one Is never sure about the specific
reference of a unit (e.g., democratic industrial capitalism) excpt within a
relatively narrOw realm of historical experience, how useful would the wilt
be for encompassing a sufficient variuty of experience to permit eventually
the rucurring elements to be sorted from the variablu?
14)Concrete social units satisfy the criterion of recognizability, and
many, although not all, that of irreducibility.But many concrete social
units, e.g., firm, industry, subordinate parts of a sovereign state, are
eliminated by the criterion or independence.On the whole, the sovereign
political state is the unit which, despite its limitations, most nearly meets
all three criteria.
This conclusion obviously rests upon the theory that politicalorganiza-
tion is a dominant, if not the predominant eleiaent, in the economicgrowth of
a social unit; that as far as any differences (andsimilarities) in growth
are observable among subgroups, in either space or tiir,they are b8St re-
vealed by observing 8overeign political units.Like any hypothesis, the
ChOICO of a sovereign state as a unit xnny be a false load.But I have no
better Unit to offer for empirical study ofcoaorn.iC growth; and I am aepe-
cially sceptical about 1arr units (such as Toyflbz'S'civilizations') which
either fail to stand up under empirical study or arereducid to ideal con-
structs, whichmay contritiute tospiritual insight butnot to testableknowl-
edge.I
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i) While the sovereign state seeznto be the leastinefficient unit
for obs erv ingand measuring ec ononjc growthand i Xe it ext endsoverIIK)St
of recorded human history, it is defective. We often find d1ffjcultj j
knowing whether a Political unit is Sovereign or subordinate;when it was
born and When it died; when it containsSOgII1entSthat might be viewed as
independent.In other words, the sovereign state doesnot meet fully the
criteria of recognizability, irreducjbilit, and independence,as defined
above.But other priiiry units have more serious defects; andsome of the
above questionsare amwered when economic gfowthis observed not only for
each sovereign state as a whole but forsignificantcomponents within it
that are viewed, at least initially, as interdependent segmsnts.
Since nny of the questions are interwoven with the problem of conti-
nuity1 at least partial answers are giveninSection C.
16)Because we seek the nost efficient unit for observingeconomic
growth, rather than foranalyzingit, a fourth possible criterion -- narrow
range of variabi1jt-- was omitted.Calling for defining a general type
whose representatives would differ in size (in either space or time) only
within a set and limited rante, it seems reasonable by analogy with the
observation of the growth of organisms, where the final irreducible units
studied are such that the Individual representatives vary in size and tins
Only within a narrow range.In view of the conspicuous variationsin their
size end the great differencee in their 1ongevit, sovereign states certainly
do not satisfy this criterion.But the criterion isrelevant only to a field
thathas been so thorou1y studied that units have beEnclassified by size
(inSpace and time), and intra-class variabilityislimited and non-overlap-
ping.Our knowledge of the economic growta of societieshas not yet reached
tILLs stage.- 127 -
Prematur6 narrowing of the field woube unfortunate.In gueral,
we must becaretul not to exclude Inadvance uflyeit of observableex-
perience because it does not accord with whatone tends to acceptas 'normal'
or 'typical'.And Surely our presentknowledge about theecOnomic growth
of nations is SO Scant CS to pronibit aSsuminga typical pattern asa stand-
ard to which specific groups of units iliust Conformor bt ostracjzj as
deviations that are best analyzed as Si.b.
IIJsect of Unit as Object ofMeasurement
The statements in this 8ection are a brie! reformulationof the discussion
presented more extensively in an article, the Measuremitofonomic Growth,
in The Tasks of .Fbonoruic History, (Supplemental Issue of TheJournal of
onomic Histoxy), VII (1947), 10-34.In view of its bearing upon the ques-
tions treated here, the article has been mimeographed and is attachedas an
pp end ix.
1?)Since econorri.c erowth is a continuous process, some index or total
that permits the calculation of rates for coniparisons over time and across
Space is essential. It should serve also as the dependent varab1e, for
which measurable factors would be soughts independent variables.
18)onomic growth may be ekcasured either by the size of the unit or
by shifts in therelative size of its components.The preliiainary definition
under (i) and the discussion in the Appendix stress changes in the total
because patterns of structural change that would inevitably accompany the
growjsocial iuits have not bn established.But this does not mean that
Components that would rea]. structural changes or their cbstncC should not
also bestudied.- 128 -
].9)In the search for agauge of longterm changin total niagjiitude,
the choicelies between trying to getaComprehensive estimate of totalpro-
duction or total wealth and tkjn, as a measure of growthssome symptom --
e.g. a combinedindex of population and morbidity,arguing that an increase
in population and lack Of sickness, etc., are Sufficient indicators ofeco-
nomic performance judged in terms of social welfare.The difficulty with
such symptomatic indexes is that they assume some stable and Common pattern,
in which, e.g., population size and morbidity are always related to such
xre accurate measures as total output and wealth, and they discourage study-
lag components.While even comprehensive estinLtes contain some symptonolo-
gical elements, they are more accurate and complete than indexes.
The base for such comprehensive rieasures, the particular economic
aspects of the unit to be measured, may be either economic stock (wealth)
or economic flow (output, product, income).The reasons for preferring the
latter are given in the Appendix, Section II.All we need add here is that
they are as valid for sovereign etatee of'e-inodern times as fm' those of
nodern times (provid$ data are equally plenty).
The first broad probii is what toc1ed a and include, i.e., where
to draw the line between ecoxioaic and non-econoric items.The broader and
O1'C diversified the historical canvas the more inclusive the definitionof
'OOnomic' should be (see. Appeadix).
Ordinarily the bsis for measuring diverseeconomic goods is their
market price.For social units tht do not dotheir trading in themarket
place weve to resort to relative weightsof goods establishedby theI
£
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6change among individuals, families,clans, etc.even though theyare de-
termined by a combination of factors markedlydifferent fromthat determining
relative prices on the free markets of a dencratic,Capitalist systa.The
difficulties in COI1fltotals, acrossspace and time, t hatare based on
vastly different scales are logically theseine as those inintercountry or
nterperiod comparisons of national incomeestimates now beimade.Of
course, on a broad historical CanVaS the gaps betweenthe scales may beso
wide ato render coiaparison almostreaning1ess.But we do not have tocross
this bridge until we come to it.
2) The not and gross outputor product of a social unit must be
appraised in terms of the goals of economic activity.Does any sustained
change in economic activity represent growth?Or, using the analogy to
organisn, can we differentiate betwe:n healthyor normal growth and unhealthy
or abnormal?To illustrate:if in a gica state total activity expands but
an increasing proportion is diverted to waror conspicuous waste, can we
c1asify the expansion as economic growth?And if we do, should we not
qualify it to distinguish it from expansion that definitely contributes to the
satisfaction of huin iants?
24)This question of the normative elements in the d&finition of' eco-
flon]ie growth is present whetherwe neasure growth as ci change in over-all
Output or associate it withsome pattOof structural change.In the latter
case we may ask Li1SO whether the greater growth in one sector than in others
is normal,or should be classifiedabnormal.However intuitive, such
JUdentsare comaon -and they are based upon some concept of growththat is
mAchre than mere change in activity or more unilinear movemtnt intheA
-130 -
structure of the economy.The normativeelement ispresent also in proble
ntering about the basis of valuation (see 22 above).The acceptance of
weights for the different products that enter total outputimplies that the
systen weights than properly, i.e., measures them in terrof goals, of some
positiVe function economic activity to satis
The difficulty of defining measures ortotal output so that their
netness and the relative weights of the parts are geared to some unchullenge-
able concept of the function of economic activity is logically similarto
the difficulty of defining the unit of observation to meet the related cr1-
teria of independence and irreducibility.These difficulties will never be
resolved; but their proximate solution should gradually improve as we learn
more about the processes of economic growth, and some preliminary solution
nmst be made on the basis of whatever knowledge we have, before the processes
are studied systematically.Our choice of the sovereign state is based on
preliminary notions, 1 erived from. generai and unorganized observation.In
defining the aspect of the sovereign stat e by whic,h to measure econolilic
growth we adopt a concept such as national product which embodies some general
notions concerning the goals of economic activity.
The concept is not hard and fast; indeed, several variants claim
Validity.In mapping out the broad lines of study the is no need to choose
anng the competing concepts.Vie shouin rather look upon them as aninter-
related series, whose roles differ according to our interpretation of the
goals of Society, but allare usenml in revealingsomewhat different aspects
Of totaloutput.The ninin thing is to perceive clearlythe relation between
the toteand their components, on the one hand, andthe goals of economic- 131 -
activitY, on the other; and to recognize that the units andconcepts of
economic magnitude now available are primitive tools for diggingdeeper into
the records in searof constants and. slgfllflcantfactors.Once such
att6flPt at a broader and more penetrating analysi8 has been made, boththe
unit of observation and the particular economic sapeots of its life to be
segregated for measuring economic growth may be modified,
2?)No complete enumeration, let alone thorough discussion, of the
components of units that call for m6asurnent is possible or neessary here.
From what has already been said it is clear that national (sovereign state)
economics must be divided into their components in order to measure (a)
economic growth in a composite, over-all total; and (b) structural changes
hlso, going beyond observation to analysis, the division into componaits will
be governed by (c):hypotheses concerning active and passive factors and the
1iie.The classifications forced by (a), (b), and (c) are rather closely
interrelated;the distinctions made under each stein from a common source --
recognition that there are different patt rns of group behavior within the
Social aggrt.gate treated as a unit, and the resulting differences must be
taki into account in deriving the synthetic total (a), in tracing shifts in
structure (b), and in distinguishing betwetn active and passiveelenients,
etc., (c).
III Continuity
28)The choice of the sovereign states the unitof observation
implies that such a political organization both fostersandchannels economic
growth so that It is reLtively Independent of others,while it integrates its
components into en interdependent systn.ThisssujptlOfl is valid for our- 132 -
prpoSOS whether oneclaims that the politicalfrwneworic of thesovereign
state Itself can becredited with Successfullyaccomplishing the goalsor
'whether jts merely evidence that the social, unit isso organized and lute-
grated.What of historical periods in which thepolitical units fail to
displaY the continuity, integration, end external independaneeimplied j
our choice of the sovereign state as the priziry unit of Oservatjon?Three
grourof events call for conraent:changes in territory; changes ininternal
organization; periods of mojor wars.
As already indicated, the advantage of a concrete socialunit, such
as a sovereign state, lies in the definiteness of its area,But in observing
economn.ic growth, must there be identity of area so that any change means, in
and of its elf, a change in the unit ani the and of one serits and the be-
ginning of another?Two answers are suggested:(a)Areas are forever ex-
panding and contracting, and our concept would be unduly narrow were it con-
fined to identical areas.States that grow faster than their neighbors
usually incline toward territorial dxpansion as an element in extending and
reenforcing their diff'erential advantage; and a similar connection can be
discerned between lag in economic growth and contraction of area.(b)Fx-
ternal. expansion and contraction are often not different from internal, i.e.,
the given identical arOa over which the state exercises sovereignty;
and it would be inconsistent to exclude the former and include the latter.
As far as possible, thsovereign state is to be treated asa
continuous unit, despite changes in area.When changes are markedcud abrupt
(notnecessarily in teiof shcr area but of araweighted by its economic





of the territorialsovereign state unit (e.g.,disap-.
In less extrne cases, themarked expansion orcon-
latt', of area, is so thatwe cannot hLp but diagnose
Whether in such cases economicgrowth can be treated
as øontiflUOUS,bridging the change in area,is a question that cannot be
answered in advance.All one can Suggest is the obviousutility of observint
the ecoflOmic group of the given Wilt, With and without changin area, leaving
to further analysis to d eterrnine the effects of changes in area on economic
growth.
Internal changes in the historical life of a sovereign state raise
tw prob1en:(a)the treatniuit of periods characterized by different modes
of the organization of society (e.g.,'anc e before and after the 1789 revolu-
tion); (b)the treatment of the periods of transition, i.e., the times when
revolutionary chengea are going on, usually disrupting old institutions and.
delaying the crystallization of new.
Problem (a) under 31 is clearly one of 'periodizatio'i' or 'phasing'.
With little knowledge of historical theory and practice, I can only argue
that, in general, the unit of observing economic growth must be so treated
as to maximize its continuity; and that the selection of periods withinsuch
continuous record is inherent in the analysis designed toyield, by the
Comparative method, conclusions concerning the relativestrength of various
recogniwble factors aflecting econoiic growth.it is not importantwhether
France bfope and after 1789 are treeted as distinct units or iSdJO distinct
phases in the life of the same unit.What is important isto have a compa-
rable record of economic growth for both, as basis for an analysisthat takesI
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jto account the different results for the twstretches ofexperience and
tje factors,similar or different, thatconditioned the&eresults.
The advantage of Continuity isapparent in dealing withinterregnum
or revolutionaryperiods (problem b under 31.)isodes in the continuous
life of one and the sanie sOCial unit, they can be viewedas phases in the
process of growth, not unlike the 'critical' phases in the lifecycle of some
complbiological organisnl3 (say, puberty inhuman beings). onomie growth
can be aesunied to go on even when the political and Social framework is not
stable.
Major wars (I am not concerned here with the distinction between
major and minor; the former are sufficiently described as 'life and death'
stru1es) are not unlike domestic revolutions:they often mean the aid of
one period and the beginning of another in the life of the political units
eigaged.Cafl the long term changes during the period that includes major wars
be classified as economic growth and considered proper parts of the continuous
historical process; or are they like revolutionary periods, tobetreated as a
separate Species, not comparable in any way with the continuous process tlmt
goes on at other times?
I am intiined to treat war periods as well as revolutionary periods
8Partsof thcontinuous record history shows wars to be a coirmon formof
the behaviorof states.The attempt to exclude them or group thanseparately,
&4Vance, raises the difficultyordistinguishing between hot andcold wars,
etc.One Couldargue that the fun3tion of thesocial unit, represented by the
sovereignState, avan viewed as en economic entity, is not onlyto provide
goods toits !flembersbut alsotoinsure their node of lifeagainst competing- 135 -
eighb0 ii,onomio growth, a fon of r.-sponse to thesefunctions, mny riot
be lackingin pariods of war and preparation for than
36)In dealing above with problems of continuity, the emphasiswas
against allowing apparent discontinuities -- changes in area, internal
disruption, violent or otherwise, aridexternal conflict -- to be reason for
separating units of observation.At the present stage, when weare concerned
with observing economic growth, with preliminary analysis in the light of a
richer accumulation of data, there is danga inprejudgingthe classifications
id distinctions that are to be made.It seems preferablto assume that a
given political unit, with a centrel core of area, azi the persisting body
of history and heritage of social institutions, is continuous throughout its
observed history -- unless definitely proven otherwise.The bureen of proof
in limiting tne unit in time or even recognizing distinctpiods is on the
analyst;and such proof may or may not eventually be indicatedby the record
initially assumed to be continuous.
-Appendix To
Notes on thQ.uuntitctive Approach toconomjc Growth
Mesurement ofcDnoxIic Growth
This article, from The Tasks of .conomic History
(Supplemental Issue of The Joumci. of economicHistory),
VII (1947),10-34, has been mimeographedwith the
permission of the editors.- 137 -
I
By a nation's economic growth we understand a sustajüdincrease in its
niagnittie as an economic unit,Conversely, stagnation anddecline can be
defined as a sustained fajlue of the nation's economicmagnitude to
increase, or as its persistent decline.
In applying this definition in actual measurement,we need to specify
three elein'nts that admit of varying interpretation:the aspect of the
nation, as a unit of human Society, that could best be chosen formeasuring
its economic magnitude; the mianing of nation asa unit of observation; and
the distinction between sutind and transitory movirients.
Lack of spacpr;vt..nts adequate discussion of tb3 last two elements
noted; their mtaning and ImaplicatiDna can only be briefly statd.The
emphasis on a 'sustained' or 'persistent' maovement serves to distinguish
the longer tarin trends from the shorter toifluctuations, cyclical or
irregular, that can be observed not only in modern industrial society but
as early as the t ime of the Pharaohs.Given the aWroximat3 duration of
these fluctuations as rarely exca -ding a decade, we can agret: to define
as SUstain3d movements those that maniftst themselves over periods of at
least a quartur of a century.1 By a nation we understand a human society
1Wedisregard here the question of 'long cycles' or 'trend cycles'1 whose
duration is suggested as ranging from twenty to fifty years.When observed
in real magnitudes (s distinct from current price levels and current dollar
totals), these cyclesappear as relatively minorvariations in the under-
lying rate of secular msvenients, and iy reasonably be treated as refine-
nazits in a oarefiaj. study of rate of growth rather than as distinctcyclical
Phenomena,For a recent bibliography of articles on thesubject, 80$
adings in Bus messyc1e Theor, edited by aCommittee ot the American
ooX1om1c Association (Philadelphia:Blakiston Comny,1946), pp. 483-84.
It is bdndiscuasd and analyzed by N. D.Kondratieff, A. F. Burns,3. A.
Schuznpeter, and S. Kuznets; and most recently by L. H. DupriZ,Dsuve-
! economiques gon3rauX (Louvain:Institut de Reoherchesconoxriiques at
Local03 dol'Universite da Louvain, 194?), II.5-276,- 138 -
endowed with distinct territory, a state havingsovereign power over
that territory and it8 inhabitants, and a feeling ofcommunity, often
derived front a common past, and of differentiation fi'oniother human
2 societies, equally endowed.That we study a nationthus defined assumes
2For an explicit discussion of the meaningof 'nation', see Nationa].isjn:
A Report of a StudyGroip of the Royal Institute ofInternational Affairs
{LondoñOxford University Press, 1939),p. xx andCli.xiv, pp. 249-63.
the cardinal importance of a territorial base and of statesovereignty
(with the underlying social unity residing inpast history) in determining
the course of long-term economic inovezmnts.questions concerning precise
definition of th se units in xmasurement inevitably arise, and there is
also a major question, regarding the suitability of nation-statos as units
in a study of economic growth directed at purposes basic in the investi-
gation of economic behavior of hunn society.But for the present we
cwuiot go beyond tin above simple definitions, and we turn now to consider
the main-topic problems of so defining the magnitude of a nation es to
mE:ke possible the measurement of Its economic growth.
II
Growth is a concept whoseproper domicile is the studyof organic units,
and the use of the concept In economics is an example of that prevalent
emPlOyILLent of analogy the dangers of which have bon so eloquentlystressed
3
recently by Sidney Hook.Nevertheless it miMt beuseful to see bow the
ee r and Practice In Historical Study:Aport of the Coninittee
.2&i8torIography (New York:Social Science ResearchCouncil, 1946),
PP. 108-10.0noept is defined in the field of itsoriginal habitatas a clue to what
ity maan in application to human Societ1e,
odefinition, growthsignifies "a process,Indirectiy ia-
suiting trom chemical, osmotic and otherforces, by whichmateria'. is
introduced into the organism and transferredfrom one part of itto
another."4 By analogy,economic growth IS aprocess by which econoMo
4D'Arcy W. Thompson, On Growthand Form (Caithridge:The University Press, 1942), p. 82.
material is introduced into a nation'seconomy and transferred from one
part of it to another,
If Long-standing statistical practicesare any indication, the econom-
ic material in question is nest directlyreprsented by what economists
designate productive resources;natural, irreproducible goods, such as
land, mineral deposits, rivers, aidwaterways; population; and repro-
ducible wealth, in tku form of all typesof equipment, inventories, and
so forth, including (from the standpoint ofa given nation) effective
economic claims upon other nations.lust as the growth of an organism
would be maasured by the increase of Its weight, height, iiumber of cells,
and so forth,so the grc,wtii of atiwould be gauged by add iti ons to
Its wealth andpopulation.
That SUB tamed increases, in natural resources viewed as nmterials
and means of production,in population viewed as labor supply, and in
reproducible resources viewed as accumulated cipital, are, each separately
and a].::gethe-3 Indications of a nation's economic growth can hardly bø
disputed.But we are interested In reliable masui'eS, indxes thatwould-F -
state unaquivocally not only the exls tenco or SCOflOUliCgrowth over a
certain period but cilso its rate tbr comparison withothpeods or
anng nations.Identification of economic growthwith increase in the
støck of resources, when examined from this standpoint, suffers from
several major shortcomings,
The first is the inherent di if iculty of measureimnt-- particularly
trw of natural. resources.The controversies among geologists concerning
the definition and amounts of proven aid probable resources and the aarent
difficulties in measuring the changing quality of thsoil in aricultur
are significant not because of transient disagreemits about magnitudes
involved,5They are important because in thcase of resources that have
5
or th former, seu a popular discussion in Lirtley F. Mather'siough aid
To spare (New YoxtHarper and Brothira, 1944); for the latter, some
information is providA in Unit-d States Depcirtiaent of Agriculture, Sails
and Men, Yearbook of Agriculture far 1932 (United States Govrnment Printing
Office, 1932).
not been brought into active economic circulation, secure knowledge of
magniti4es may be impossible -- in the sense that society is not forced
to Value th3m and may be unwilling to Incur the costs of establishing their
magnitudes unequivocally in any other Way.
The second, If101'S important, difficulty is that some productive re
SOUTCUS, that is, some factors that can be viewed ascontributing to eco-
nomic produc ti on, are by thel r very nature not measurableThe most Im-
POitant productive resou'ce available in modern society isthe stock of
tchno..ogica]. knowledge embodied in tangible recordsand in the personal
Sklll& and habits of the population.One might arguethat this is not a
Separate resource but rather part and parcel of population asa
ti,e resource or of the natural deposits and ofaccunnhlated reprodUc'- 141 -
ible oñta1.This does not remove thedji'fjcuty that thisseparate re-
source or aspect of other r3sourcs is not m-csurable-- that, in other
words, t1simple natural units, such asnuinb8 of people, tonsof
minerals, acres Of l&id, horsepower of machinery,and so forth, in which
we can ueasure amounts of proáuctive resources in the categories8Uggest-
ed fail to reflect what is per hape the inot important iteminthe stock
of' economic resources,
The third diffioulty is that of finding a coin base forcombining
into a whele the measures of separate categors, wide or narrowof
stoca of resources.Unless one is willing to claim that ai.ng1e
category is either determinative or symptonEtic of all other quantitative
aspects of economic growth, some way of combining the measures of the
seirate categorimust be found.This is particularly important for
aodern economic societies in which historical experience suggests that
nvements of population, reproducible capital, arid natural resources can
diverge in rate, if not in direction, for the same nation over consider-
able periods.Yet how can oicombine population numbers with dollar
Values of accumulated reproducible capital, or with B.T.U. equivalents
of fuel deposits?
It is import ant to note thsource of this difficulty;that only
a 8nll proportion of the ezisting stock of even tangible resources
enters, in its own form, into economic circulation.Not the resources
Viemeelves but their cia'rent services flow and area,raised in the
process oi ecOnOmic circulation. For this reason, evenfor such cate-
gories of resourc-s ascarry economicmagnitudes, for example,re-
Producible..wealth (chinery, inventories,ujidings, and soon),- 142 -
it is not easy to find a reliable appraisa' of
economic value:only a
snail portion of the total stock Passes through
current markets, and
yen that portion ixay be qualit&tively different fromthe total,Anyone
studying tie successive censuses of wealthin the United Statescannot
but be impressed by the difficulty of findinga valuation basis roughiy
aningful at any given time and consistentfrom time to time6-- even
6Fora technical analysis of the difficulties in valuationof national
wealth, see my article in Studies in Incone andWealth (New York:Nation-
al Bureau of gconomic Research, 1938), III, 1-'?3.It is significant that
increasing realization of these difficulties, andperhas a lessened
oniplesis on the increase in material stocks ofrsources, reduced tie need
for a decennial census of wealth In this country;and none ks been taken
sInce 1922.CirounEtances have cnanged asa result of the last war in
tldirection of renewing emphasisuponmaterial resources, particularly
those of a strategic character.And. it is not improbable that a census
of all material resources will be revIved,
for tie given, narrowly oirctuoscribed stock of economic resourcesIn-
cltded (exclusive of population, foreign dobt, and, in mest cases, of
direct measures of inventori).
Measures ofthe stock of resources, In so fars theycanbe secured,.
can be extremely useful as rough approximations to at least some of the
determinants of economic grcith of a nation, and, for lack of better
m3aauros, can often be used as symptoiM of the existence or absence of
economic growth.But theehorteomings just noted render thinrather
inefficientasures of the rate of growth.We turn now to search for
niore efficient nasures, not on the plane of accumulated tangible re-
SOurces In their natural units, but on the plane of economicproduction
aridcirculation.This shift is necessary because nostable relations can
be found (orat ieast, as far as I know, have beenfound) between sustained
movements in the measurable stock of resources and in themagnitude of the
totalperformance of national economies.III
tiiis plane one begins by viewing the nationprimarily as a production
unit and assuming that the approach by way of productionwill yield the
st comprehensive measure of the functioning ofa nation's economy.
Exchange, distribution, consumption, and accumulationcan then be seen
as stages in the Ci;culation of economic goods whose total magnitudesare
ust likely, especially in the long run of economic growth, tobe less
comprehensive than the magnitude of total production.By production we
ian the output of all scarce goods.
Measurement of total production, as practiced in the old and rapidly
growing literature on national income and product, can be, and has been,
attempted at different stages of economic circulation:at the point of
origin of goods in the producing units of the economy; at the point of
payments flowing from producing units to the currently engaged productive
factors; at the point of flow of these goods into ultimate consumption or
capital accumulation.We need not consider here. the problems in the
different forms in which they emerge in each, of thse several approaches.
It is sufficient to indicate their nature by that approach in which they
are perhaps mest clearly revealed -- in the one in wnieh we view total
output as a sum of products flowing to the individuals and families who are
the nation's ultimateconsunra, and into netoapiI accumulation of various
7
types, including additions to claims against foreign countries.
7ThedJ.SCUBSiOflin tnis section is but a briefrestatement of some con-
ceptual problems treated at length in the literature of nationalinCOme,
See, for exp1e,my National Income and ItsGonposition (New York
National Bureau of &onomic Research, 1940), I, Pt. Iand a more recent
statement in my National Income:A Suznznal'of findingS (NewYork;
National Bzauof Economic Research,l946LI. v.- 144 -
or the three major probhqna encounteredindefining total output
titjj, that of scope, arises because production ismaintained under
the auspices and governance of soyaml ec1c institutions, whichare
distinguished by differences in the whole complex of' motives,rules, and
that govern choices.Thus in our modern society,as in xniny
societies of the past, at least three major institutions are to be
distinguished:the family, the business enterprise, aid the state.Unless
a measure of' total output is to reflect the growth of agiveninstitution
aloos, it obviously shouisiincludeall economic production within the
fanily, the busineas aiiterpris e, and the state.Yet most moasures of
natioLlalincomenoteonlyrjarket-bOZ4 output,includingalmost all state
production but omitting large portions of productive activity which, not
being market-bouni and forming an integral part of family life, are not
considered properly economic.There is a definite choice ha"e between
totals more comprehensive but less hemogeneous aid those lesscomprehensive
but more homogeneous.
However unimportant this difficulty may appear forshort-term studies,
in the long periods implid in xnasun ng econOmiC growth theproblem is of
o large a magnitude tobe dismissedeasily.Such long perlais aIe
terized by importantiifts in t1weight of thesedifferent institutionS,
arid reducing the scope of' naasuremont will necessarilyproduce a sub-
stantial. bias.Of the quantitatively impressivegrowth of totaloutput
in this CoUntiy,as maaaured in theordinary ,)stjmatesof national income,
a iarge part is toassociated with theextensj0of the busineSs at
the axpense of' tue family sector.C0n8eqUJfltlY,one importantprerequisite
for a mope efficient mmagurement of economic ii.s in theinclusion- 145 -
of such sectors of production that easily escape thetatistical. eye.
AspaeifiC exaniples we may cite the capital fonatjoninvolvel in tl
woit of American farmers in bringing virgin land into cultivation,or
the work within the old-fashionsd large family, 30 much of which hes
been taken over in recent decades by bus mess firma.
The second problem is that of obtaining an unduplicated total of
all output.This probln mLlt seem to have been solved in the defini-
tion of total output used here:as The aim of products flowing into
ultimate consumption plus net additions to the stock of goods within the
country and to claims against foreign countrIes.Yet this simple defi-
nition hides grave problems,
The first emerges when we ask why flow of goods into ultimate
consumption is considered in and of itself an unduplicated total.The
reason presumably is that we view ultimate consumers, individualsand
families, not as productive resources and machines but ashumm beings
for the satisfaction of whose wants the economy operates.Hence any
goods which they purchase cannot be viewed as being consumed inthe
productive process of turning out other goods, and hencefor this total
Such ilupiloatlon, as that between say the value of pigiron produced and
the va1uc, of the bridge constructed with this iron, isImpossible.
But if this is the case, two parts of flow ofods to consumers
are to be vlewd with s One is that purchasedby individuals
WhO want it not as ultimate consuiIX)rB but as producers.This may range
aU the way from such easily classifiable it3ws aswork clothing or
transportation to the place of employment tosuch perp1eXiitenas a
lUxUry houseor car consideredindispensable to thefunctioning of its- 146 -
coumer as a Producer (say as a busi QXCutiva of high standing).
tnuai part of what Is cunentlydefined as ultimateconsumption
is perhaps not final product but actually meaxof product ion.Its
inclusion represents duplication, and quite likelythe relative magnitude
of such duplication is mh greater in modern urbai tInsthan It was In
the simpler econonic Civilizations of pre-industria]. societies.
The second questionable sector of tici#i of goods tofinal constxzrs
is the product of govarnmant,Unless we conceive governnnt outputas
final by definition, for which there Is no reason except convenience, It
may be viewed either us servicas to ultiite conaunrs and hence a
finished product, or as services to business or to society at large and
hence an intermediate product which is in turn consumed in the production
proc3ss and should not be Included in a net total of economIc output.
But vdiat are these; services to ultimate consunrs? Should w include,
as I think we should, oaly services that nra relevant to individuals
s ultimate consuxn3rs and have a clear counterpart an private markets
(for example, madica]. service, education, 1nd the like)?Or should
we include soma parts of the general activity of the state In assuring
internal peace and external inte,rity such as judiciary, police,military,
and 30 forth?In the latter case, increased productionof munitions by
the state would be allowed to swell the unduplicated total of thenet
Product of a nation's eoonowy.Were we to Includethese types of sarY-
ieee under the flow of goods to ultimate onsuzis, I would arguethat
interdjate products are counted Inthat products that are u5ed to
Provide the basis for further production ratherthan to serve thesatis-
tactjoof the u].tinLte consumer as such.?tiiyone who haslooked at theastronomical figures of warexpenditures Inrecent years or madereason-
able foreousts of theirmagnitudefor the futurecaneasilysee that the
question raised involvs not minutiae butlarge segments of currentpro-
duction,and thattheY It is answered will affect mCterii1lythe
picture of economic growth in recentyears.
There are questions of somewhat differentcharacter and magnitude
concernIng grossness and netnoss in th.second sector 01 t'tal'oduction
as we dtfina it, namely capital accumulation.The concept of net ad-
ditions to stock of capital is quite clear.In practice, there is only
gross output; andwe have only the vaguestidea of the consumption of
existing capitalthat should be usidas an offset to derive net additions.
The reason for tLlis vagunese is exactly that which explained the diffi-
eultIs In using stocks of resourc3s as indexes of economic growth.
Consumption of capital is a hidden process whih is known only post
factuza and not too clearly ovn then.All wse. and all that circulates
is crOss product,Ho, much of reproducible capital, or particularly of
some of the natural resources, has bean consumed in the process is not
visible, and many of the available measures are mere conventions.What
is WOra, for some types of capital no measures of consumption are at all
available -- as is the case with many natural resources either Inpublic
hands or in t1hauis of individual entrepreneursnot accustomed to proper
accounting.it is more than likely that whereascurrent consumption of
reproducible capital is often exag,arated in availabledata, that of
flOnreproducible capital is often underestimated.And the destructive
affects of the intnsive type of productionharacteriZiflg industrial
Societies is not often fully refluctod in thelong-term estimates of what
is Presumablya nAet volume oftotal. output.- 148 -
Thethird major problnin defininga 1fleaSurabltotal of a natjon's
output is the valuation of itsparts On a comnbasis.As d1stjet
fi'm the existing stock ofrsourcs, an overwhelmingproportion of cur-
rent output does pass through themarket place and isassigned economic
valt&s.Nevorthel355, difficultiesarise.First, withcomprehensive
scope, the inclusion of that part ofproduction that neverappears on
the market must be subjected tovaluation Comparable tothatapplied
to market-bound goodsa difficuj.ty that is resolved,if only approxi-
xnately, by assigning to nontrketgoods the prices ofanalogous items
that do appear on the ntrket.Second, nrkets differ in thefreedom
with which prices are fixed inthem and the range 01' difference isfr
purely competitive situations to thetypoof exclusive monopoly prac-
ticed by governinnt.iire the solution is much less easily fbund,for
by th very nature of th..cztse Rrb-dogues cannot btso easily established.
Finally, in so far aswe speak of volums relating to different periods,
not only changing price levels but aisoshi.ftingrelativeprices of
Various categories of goodsare to be dealt with.The available tech-
niques used in compilingindex numbers, even disregarding questions of
availability of price data, all encounter the difficulty that tslng the
Weights of one periodas a base will yield results differing from those
ODtained by using weights of another periodas a base.The consequence
is that from one time point to another, shifts in the weight end
Composj of the aggregate of production have taken place, the rate of
Change between twopoints of tincan be established only withincertain
limitsthe limits indicated by using as base first the weights of the
initial tiinpoint and then the weights of the tanninal ti3point.- 149 -
Since economic growth, as repeatedly stressed, ino1vealong time periods
4 since these periods are necessarily characterized bysignifja
siiifts j,tcomposition of aggregate productionand in the relative
weights of various categories of goods in th3m, thislimitation upon th3
determinacy of the imasured rate is importnnt,
The three grours of problems noted all stem froma single source:
conflict between th3 neod for a single, Consistent rnasuro that would
permit propor comparisons Of magnitude or rato of growth fora national
ocononw and the Lek of m.3asurability of directly observable economic
reality.It Is because frmily etd household-bound activities take place
away from the yardstick of the markt, bceuso thirt.rket mechanisms
record the flow of goods not once but s.veral times during a year and
record also items tt by no stretch of the imagincUon ccn be classified
as goods, because the weigits attached by markets to Identical goods vary
widely from time to time and pLce b place -- that problems of scope,
duplicat L)fl, and valiL tion cirisIndeed, these problems may at first
appear so grave as per has to niake us think that we are trying to measure
the ItIIfleasurable.Yet the questions posed can be answered, at least ten-
tatively;ana they are answered in terms of the basic types of uses to
which the measures are to be put.
'V
A number thatrepresents the total magnitude of anation as an economic
unit, whether fora gIven year or for aperiod long enough topermit
Observation of economic growth, is a raw datum tiefficiency of which
fliUst bjudged in terms of uses to which it in to beput, scientific
PUrPoses which It is toserve.Tentatively, threebasic types of useof
these natio1economic magnitudes suggested.L
-150 -
First is the establlsjat of patternsot relation orparts to the
whole.In this type ofuse the total economicmagnitude of the nation is
derived 80 that the givenor chan,ging relativeimportance of some signifi
cent element in economic activitycan be nasured andstable or conuixnly
recurring patterns of relation ofthe part to the wholesought.This use
of the total measure of economicgrowth is clearly analogousto what, in
the study of organiams,is referred toas differentiation.
Lxamp1es of such uses aboundin 600nomjc literature,Total production
of a nation is measured tostab11sh the relative importanceof various
productive groupings, such asindustries; or of various institutions,Such
as private business and govarzuznt;or of various types of uses, suchas
consumption and capital accumulation;or of various sources distinguished.
by their national loci,domestic and foroign,(istions relating to a
dfinjtjo of th national totalare decided in the lightof the definition
of the magnitudes ofsignificant particular parts -- the numarators in
the fraction in which theover-all netional magnitude is the denominator,
And with differentconceptions of the 1ive1 at which the magnitudes of tho
part is to be uasure(j, there willbe different definitions of the over-all
total to whion the partis to be r3lated.
To illustrate simply, letus assunthat commoIity imports are a
8ignificelement in economic growth and that, as a first step in the
analysis, we Wish to establish,over a long period, the rlation of imports
to Someover-all total that measures the economic magnitude of the iLlporting
nation.What is that over-all total, given the imports -- is they usually
are - in values at the importing nation's boundaries, including costs of- 151 -
transportation, in$urnc, and financing?8
8Thia example was aelected largdy bceusein recent studies I had to
consider th r1ation of flows across boundari3S to a nition's tote).
activity.It coulil justS easily have been one dealing with the
relation between invo8tmit and total product, or agricultural products
and total output.The general 11is along which the total would be
defined in each case would be similar to the ones sugosted by the
specific example used.
Since imports are ai unduplicated inflow of goods into an economy
(with the minor exception of re-exports that may return as imports), they
are to be compared with an unduplicated total of all uses into which
inflows from abroad, as well as inflows from domestic sources, can move.
Such unduplicated uses are the flow of goods to domestic ultimate con-
sumers, within the country, including direct services by government; the
additions to domestic stocks of capital, such as construction, durable
equipment, and inventori, the additions to construction and equipment
being gross of current consumption of durable capital (since imports are
also gross in this respect); and afl. exports, not only of coninodities
but also of other gwds, but excluding mere transfers of claime since the
whole analysis is on the l5vel of goods.This total, with whih imports
Cal properly be compared, is quite close to that ordinarilydefined as
national income gross of depreciation.But it liffers fromthe latter in
that it is also gross of imports and of any inflows ofservices from
abroad on the current transaction account.
The following points are to be noted about thisexample:(i) The
total used is slightly different from that ordinarilYemployed, having
been constrncted for the special purpose of relatingimports and the
nation's total economic activity.(2) DecisionS concerningSCOpe, extant- 152 -
of dip1iCatiOfl allowed, and pricing are governed by the definition of
aIby the conception of the over-all total of whichimportscan
legitimately be viwed aa proper part.Thus we allow duplication for
consumption of drab1e capital and for nvenienta acrs international.
ounderies So tflet the llzdts of the ratio are determinately fixed:o,
if there are no imports, and 1, if imports account for all uses to which
they can be put; and we rquire thet import prices be the acme as prices
of similar products within the country,or vice vi'sa.(3) It may b
addedparnthetical1y that questiorE regarding the definition of the
action as a unit of obaervtion and the distinction betweensustained
and short-term moveznrnts are, ii uses of this typo, decided by the scim
canons.Hence, in thcase of imports, thdisttnct trading areas (of
tin type distinguished in st1.tistics of foreign trade crsubject to
tariff cxother regulations) are to be used in prefer3nC6toany purely
political units where tin latter differ from the former.And sustained
mavelLantsre to be viewed as distinct fromthe kindof short-term
fluctuations that tend to characterize the relationunder study.Both
Of these questions may well be answered somewhatdifferently inother
cases within the scnbroad type -- say Inestablishing relations
between government output and total productionof the nation.
Inthiscategory of uses, therefore, aconsiderable variety of
totals of a nation's economic magnitude Ispossib]e, even if they are
11 taken at the lve1 of currant economicactivity rather thanat the
be of stocks of resources.With respect toscope they maydiffer in
inclusiveness, even though by the fl3tureof the case sometotal approach-'
lag the nation's whole magnitude Is sought.With respect tonetneSs anddupi1CtiOfl they may range from the moe t attenuated net-- limited sy
to the pure increüse in materiLl ccpital -- to the most duplicated --
sy the total vo1unof cli tPifl5OtiOflS(a magnitude w9nifestly relevant
to any study of the relation of money supply to economic grow-tb).This
type of use of over-all totols hrs increased greatly in the economic
literature of recent docades under the impact of Keynsicn thory with its
postulates of invrint relations between certain parts (such as invstmnt)
end the whele.The more widespread the hypothesesconcerning the relitions
among strategic parts and the whole of a nstion's economy, thegreater is
the intellectual stimulus to their quantitative study andconsequently to
nsasureg.ent of a nation's economic magnitude in ternof the definition of
a significant part,When alternative definitions of the part, and hence
01 the whole, are possible, the preferencewill most naturally be in the
direction of the definition that permits either aclearir policy formula-
tion or an easier test of the hypotheses.It is not governed by any over-
riding imminent criteria of what economicgrowth of the nation really1s.
ianples abound in r-cent literature.The most conspicuous is therecent
reformulation of givss national product inthe official literature inthe
United States, United Kingdom, and Canadato provide a nationaltotal with
which outlays of goverruimnt on conmditie5and services may beproperly
COmPared.See particularly Milton Gilbert,"Warxp.enditures and National
Production",SUrVO7 of Currant Business,March 1942.
Tb... second typo of ofjasu1s ofoconomic growth is cios3Ly
related to the 0n3 just djCU5S6d,ia.eed 4irectly suggistdby It.The
variety of totals resulting fromdfinitiOflS in traof significant parts
that o4flstitute and determine thetotals may beviewed as different-.
flections of one end the sama unit:the ntiOfl us aneconomic complex.
And the sustained increases whichthese totalsreveal are different- 154 -
j'efleotiOneOf one and the same Complexprocess:the nation's economic
growth.These different measures will havea great deal in common,
part3.yOau8e they are defined on the same plane ofcurrent economic
activity, partly because the theoretical hypotheses usedin connecting
parts with the whole almost always assume a widespreadinterdependence
within the nation's economic system.We may employ thesemeasures not
only, as in the first typeoruse, to seekstablepatterns of relation,
either in the short or the long run, anng parts and the whole but also--
and this constitutes the second type of use -- to search for some patterns
of chances over time.These patterns will vary somewhat from one total
o another, but they will at least establish the range within which the
rate of that complex process called a nation's economic growth may be
found.Whether the range will be wide or narrow, systematic or unsystem-
atic, similar or dissimilar, among different periods or various national
units) are questions that can be answered only by substantive study.And
the answers to these questions will ultimately determine whether single
syntheticmeasures of economic growth are feasible.
This type of use is distinguished from the first in that interest
is concentratedon the temporal pattern of economicgrowth per se, not
Ona total obtained for comparison with a given part actingas the
independent variable.And it is further distinguishedby the fact that,
with interest concentrated oneconomicgrowth, there jg yet afailure to
provide in advance a measurable definition of growth thatwould result
In a 8ingle,determinable meaire.This failure to gauge aprocess by a
8Ingle measuremay be due to a varietyof causes.The process ofeconomic
growth may be so defined that its magnitude ismeasurable by a singleindex, but available data fail to provide the lattex; and only several
alternative approximations are feasible.The process may be so defined
tt tielennt most directly characterizing growth is in itself not
measurable.Only remote and varied consequences of this element are
nasurab1e.I sin inclined to classify Joseph Schumpeter's theory of
innovations in that category.l?inally, the process of growth may be
characterized in advance as sc oomplax that no single index is desirable
or feasible, at any rate until the complexity has been resolved in the
process of further study.It is this last position that Is most typical,
and perhaps most proper, asa justifiable foundation for the typeof use
I am now discussing.
In actual practice, wasurement and discussion ofeconomic growth
quite frequently follow this procedure.One might call it the statistical-
conendium method, by which a variety of measures arereviewed in discuss-
ing a nation's economic growth, aid in whichthe student, by a rough con-
sensus of indicators, conclides thatthe rate of growth is high orlow,
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or Jiiher or lower 'than In a differentperiod or In a different nation.
10The literature dats back to the political aritkIIilt3tiCiaflSof the late
seventeenth century, and probably evento earlier tUlLS.The most useful
recent comnpnd1um, emphasizing largelynational incomn estuetes, isthat
of Cohn Clark, Conditions of Z,nomicProgress (London:Macj4llan and
Company, 1940).J4k ch conpendIume, itbaa to bused with caution
since the measures for the differentcountries aresubject to errors of
different magnituclos.
ThiS use forces no clear decisionsregarding scope, nrtneS3,and valuation.
Yt there is no reason to be disparaging.It is never, infact, applied
Without underlying hypotheses, nomatter how vague,onceriiIng relatiOns
of the various totals involved,and it indUC3Sthe indispensablementaldigestion of observed quantitative characteristics of economic behavior
of national units withoutwhichno cogenttheoryCc*erning the pattern
and rate of economic gr3wth can ever be formulated
We come now to the third, the nxst difficult and tantalizing type
of use of uiasureof economic growth.In iteconomic growth is ex-
plicitly measured by the magnitude of service that a nation's econony
is assumed to perform in terns of needs which it ispresumed to satisfy.
A3distinct from the other typs of uses it calls for a positive defini-
tion of economic growth, not as a presumptive result of some part
factor se1cted as deterrninative, not as some complexprOC338that has
diverse manifattions not reducible in advance to a single quantity, but
as a process that has a detnito end from the viewpoint of whichits
magnitude -- positive and net -- can be measured.
To illustrate by a coninon example, let us assume that thebasic
function of economic activity is to provide scarce goodsto satisfy the
wants of individuals at the lowest cost to them.Correspondingly, the
basic purpose of a nation an economic jt13to provide scarce goods
for the individuals comprised in that nation.oonomio growth is then
a sustained increase in themagnitudethat measures the performanceof
thisfunction.
The definition may seem quite comuxrnplace,but its consequences for
the measurement ot a nation's economic growth are
both difficult and far-
reacning.In tolling this definition wesboulft (a) includtha net
flow of goods to u].timte consumers afteralloWing for any goodsthatare
Wanted only as instruments of.productiOflor offsets tothe disadvantages
of modern production(thatis, of urbanlire); (b) deduct anypersonal.costs jnV011Hd. in production, ranging from minor costs (such as tLe tdiuin
d frustration of some productive functions) to thmajor OtidS (the etraina
and pressures Of llOde1i life as deterniird by th economic organization of
society); (c) add only such elements of the tote]. net increment to the
stock of capital as are of direct possib]e relevance to satisfaction of
future wants ofcons unrs1\irthernre, all these elenants, positive and
negat1e, are to be combined by an acceptable systen of weights,based
on some cogent theory of equivalenceof individils, not by the market
prices that reflect nonopolistic distortions aniinequalities in distribu-
tion of income by size.Finally, this system of weights must becapable
of spanning long historical periods d3spite markedshifts over tki in the
composition of both th3 positive elements inthpicture (that is, the
gOods serving as returns from enoinic activity) and the negative(p&sonal
costs or i].ltare imposed upon individuals byeconomic society).
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On this subject, see Joseph S. Davis'stimulating presidentialaddress
to tho .tnierican 3conomic Association,"Standards and Content ofLiving",
Am'icai economIc Review, XXXV (1945),1-15.
Li so far as the functions whoseincreasing satisfaction ismeasured
as economic growth are assigned ai tvalue, we may sp ak ofeconomic
piogress.But there is a big stepbetwen rucognizirig afUnction and as-
signing it a positive value, and I have,therefore, avoidedthe use of the
term 'ecnomic piogress' as involving anadditional value judgnEntnot
present in the approaches set forthin the text.
Or take another function, inthe fulfihlfll3fltof which we may vi3Wthe
performance of icoriomic societyand measure thegrowth of its magnitude
that of preservation of a givenunit of humansocieti againstovert
eggresion by others.In follOWiflthia definitionof a b.sic goilof
economic activity we would haveto includeunder totaloutput:(a) netadditiOnS to the population, viewed as a weapon in armed conflict; (b)
nøt additions to the stock of reproducible and irreproducible goods that
may serve as such weapons;(c) tlvalue of these components in terms
of some weights that reflect their tne relative importance for this basic
purpose.
It is clear that any explicit end incisive definition of basic
functions which theconomic activity of nations presumably performs
threatens to put us beyond the level of measurabilitj. Such a result is
almost inevitable; for the iteme that enter and are visible in economic
circtt1ation, and cn be measurad, are the material tFngible units -- men,
labor hours, conmxdities, and the like -- whose significance in terma of
the basic criteria resident either within hunin nature or withinsuch types
of complex ciii explosive phenomena as armed conflicts cnx)ng nationsis but
imperfectly revealed by theconomic mechanism. Such criteria, these
assumed purposes or ftnct ions, are outside theeononic m3clmniSm proper --
no matter how important they uy be inreal life in determiningsocial
roctions to cconom1c performnce or how basicthey iny be in an evaluation
of economic activity from the standpoint of merepersistent ends.
Unlike the purely cognitive usesrepresented by thereltion-of-part-
to-whole and the stctisticl_compeflditm1cpproches, the presentapproach,
In which valuation from the standpoint of somebasic goal outside and
transcending the economic mechanism properIs wanted, lILY neveryie]i a
1Th3CSU1that fully and truly reflectsthe performanceof the economy --
especlel].y In the long run.It muy nvr bepossible to m3&Surf3economIc
growth as a sustLined increase in anatiOn'S contributionto the welfare
of itmeXthrs, or as a sustained increaseof economic powerin defense orcggresaion.12 Grnted this, however, theatt3mpts at such use are extreme-
12This sometimis le'ds toi complete abandonment of comprehensive stctisti-
oni masure8, or to theirep1tcement by a set of s1ptomt1c indexes of
welfare or of power (for th9 former, death rates, supply of certain
luxuries,nd so forth; for the latter, stocks of certain strategic trngi-
ble resources).Neither is a Sati8feOtOry solutionsince it represents
intellectual abdication and stifles the incentive to a furthea analysis and
refinement of adequat'ty comprehensive measures of total activity.
ly valuable;they provide incentive and guides for looking telow the sur-
face of economic activity and. for removing misleading layers of institu-
tional meonanisms,As a result one can possibly get closer to an appraisal
of the functioningd growth of ai economy by viewing it from the stand-
point of the basic needs of humeri beings, or from the standpoint ofnation-
al power, or frx'm the a tandpoint of ary other lastingcriterion which the
student may bable to formulate.
Thus in applying the test of welfare, one isInduced to look beyond
the valuations in market prices provided by theoperation of the economic
mechanism and to recognize not only differences inprice levels over time
but also the djfferenoes between urban and rural.price ]evels, between
prices to consurs in different incomebrac1atS, between pric#.s ofgoods
subject to different degrees of monopolization,and so on.Likewise, the
implicit egalitarian pbi.lOopby ofcomparabilitY and constancYof hiimn
wants WOU]1 lad an Investigator tolook closely intothe compositiOn of
the goods and services that flow out ofthe nation's economytoday as
Comrered with their composition fiftyyears ago, aito consider what part
of the greatly augxn.nted supply of somegoodsi diminishedsupply of others
Can be vlswed. as an increase anddecrease in thesatisfactiOn of realwants,
and What pai't represents only an offsetto increasedcosts imposed by- 160 -
economic society or a disepeaance of offsets to costs thatare no longer
operatice.This (tLSeem like the intrusion of a philosopher, a
grown one at that, into the domain of a scientist who sheuld limit him-
self only to what he can observe and nasure.But such judgments are
Implicit the momant one departs from the observable surface of economic
activity.They are involved in the simple aid indispensable step of
adjusting for price C1nges over tim9 or in combining goods of several
categories into a niore comnpreInsivetal. So long as the student is
aware of thnature of the procedure and does notunoisciously impute
to this result an absolute siiIficance or, what is more coimnon, doss
impute the iaaniig in teras of ultimate purposes to what are still in
effect excedingly duplicated end distorted measur, no henn is done
and an insight Into the past is secured.Indeed, onof the great ad-
vantages of conscious attempts to evalte economicperformauice aid eco-
nomic growth in terms of such basic functions azil purposesis the realiza-
tion of how proximate and crude, how remote from afull and true moasure,
even the most refined estj.ntes are. Suchrealization is extreJXk3ly
valuable as an antidote to the all too-widespread easy identification
of these totals with rasures of welfare, or power.
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We ny now sunnarize the discussion so far.
For purposes of measurenat,economic growth of anation can be
defined as a sustained increasO inthe natiOn'Stotal output.
In defining to tal outputnunrous questionsare encounteredof
which tlk major ones are those of scope,with the iniplicitdistinctionbetwedn economic and noneconomic, of grcsness or netnesinvolved in
securing an unduplicated total, end of valuation of different parts,
calling for &onacceptable coanxn valuntion base.
In studies of economic growth, the qu3stion ofscope should
be decided in favor of theatest possible inclusiveness.The long
periods involved are ordinarily marked by shifts in the relative w3lghts
of the various institutions (faiily, business enterprise, state, non-
profit ornizations, and so forth) under whose auspices production tkes
place.Omitting or underrepresenting any of these will inevitably produce
a significant bias in the nsulting ia3asures.
Such Insistence on all-inclusive scope only magnifies the
problems involved in romoving duplication and in securing a commonaccept-
able base forvaluation.TIESO problems can be answered, at least tenth-
tively, in terms of the typ3s of use to which mnsuresof economic growth
are to b-3 put.
Of th.se uses, the first type involvesattempts to establish
patterns of relation between some part or elementof the economy and the
whole, the former being considered adeterminant or a significant con-
comitunt of the latter.In ach cases, questionsof grossness or netness
and valuation are answered largely in termsof the fart, that iin
deciding of wt purtieJAr total of thenation'S economic activitythe
given element may properly be c3nCeiVed as adeterminant or concomitant
P&1t.Since the 3Xtflt of grossness ordupllCct Ion and the lev.of
valuction are often inVolv3d in thedefinitiOn of thepart as a significant
Variable, the definition of thproPtotal often fol1s directly.
Various definitions of the latter may ncalled fbr in differentcases- 162
where the particulci' relrtion selected for studyinvolves seginnts of
the economy or of eConomic processes on differentlevels of ntn rind
valuation.
6)Li tIsecond typef' uses economic grith isconceived as a
comp1eprocess not rduc iblo in idvcnce to a singleunoquivooci. rresure.
Various totals may thai be consiciered in the minimum expectation that
their movement will, indicate the range within which the rate of economic
growth may lie.At most, some systematic relation among the different
totals may be hoped for - which would then yld systematic comparable
patterns of growth among nations, or for single nations, among periods.
9) The third type of use implies selection of one or several
basic functions or goals of enomic activity and calls for nasurenBnt
of economic growth as a sustained increase in the xnaiitude of satisfaction
of such basic functions or goals. Since these goals (welfare, power,aid
the like) lie outsideid transcend the operation of the economicmechanism,
a full and true xasure of economic growth so defined isimpossible.But
approximatic,n8 arpossible.Conscious attempts to apply suchcriteria
are fruitful In providing an incentive and maansto penetrate below the
surface of the economic process, to appi"oachwith possibly increasing
closeness the basic wants aid drives of humanbeings or of typas of human
Societies represented by nations -- and thusperhape shed greater light
On both the significance and driving forcesof economic growth.
TheSe conclusions are disappointingin that no single,easily derived
index of growth seeJiB feasible.If one could onlyhave an acceptable
single yardstick, based upon secure aidsystematiC knowledgeof the inter-
dependent elenxnts in the prOC35Ssom3ththg 11k? anofficial growthchart against which to lay ott the data for any single nation!That such
a yardstickcould be agreed upon, oven after long systematic study ofeco-
noinic growth, may be doubted, although approximations to that goal are
within bouths of possibility.A more relevant qustion is whether such
systematic study Is at all possible, or potentially fruitful -- a question
that c'lls for a brief discussion,
In spite of a large literature in the fielduantitative study of
economic growth of nations may be said to be in its infancy.A glance at
the obstacles may be Illuminating.The first is obviously lack of besic
data necessary to a comprehensive measure of the output of one or several
nations ova period long enough to reveal not only the existencebut also
the level ari changes in the rate and other characteristics of economic
growth.It is iAAOSt important to note that the supply of relevantstatisti-
cal data sufiars from systematic bias.The abundance of seine and scarcity
of others is not random, but reflects d.itferenCes amongthe several @00-
nomic sectors in statistical imasurability, inthe importance attached
to them by society, and in the de8re. towhich they call for policy
attention.Among nations, too, there aredifferences in the economic
suilua available for such relatively lessimportant t3S as thecollection
and publication of statistics.The underlying reasontbr these biases is
obviously that production of comprehensive,continuous, and comparable
Statistical data is a costly operation,both in direct outlayof resources
and in the burden imposed upon respondents.Such data are notcollctd
unless there Is a clearly felt need onthe part ofsociety, a neid nEasured
proportionte1y to costs involvedin the taak.It is, therefore, not
accidental that, for example, data oncorporate activities aremore abundant- 164 -
than data on activ.tIes of individualentrreneurs, that statistics On
production of the simpler type of 'basic' raw materials are more abundant
than statistics on the complex types of finished products, thatdata On
production are in general more abundant than data on distributiOn OP
consumption..kaong national units, the rlative wealth of data in
countries that h&ve forged ahead in Industrial developirnt andtheir
almost complete absnce in preindustrial societies issurely no accident.
It sems reasonable to 8UO3 that the biasIn the supply of nonuant-
tative economic data is not unlike that inthe supply ofCOflOmiC sta-
tistics.Datu are most abundant for larger,industrially developed
national or intra-national units ardmost lacking for thelcind and typos
of economic activity thet are stillclosely integrated withnoneconomic
factors within souie social orpolitical unit.
The second difficulty lies injnztituti3fld conditionsof economic
research.The hjidling ail nnliSof 5ttjstj1 data,particularly
of tie comprehensive scope involvedinsystemntic xrensurementof eco-
nomic growth of natiore, is aj1cOns11g and laborioustask, most
often beyond the capzcitof an IndividualflvStigftOr.Yet assistance
18 providad under conditionsthat milit?te;ainstfOOV!iflg such studies
on a long view of tnep.st.StatIStIC1l ndeconomic researchunder
go!ernment auspices isdirected postlytoward eitherproduction of currart
meaaure8, or analysisconcerned withimmediatelY currentproblems; and it
is not often that an economistorstetistia1i8mPb0Y0d undergovernirent
auspices is permitted todevote his orhis staff's tineand attention to
studies with a long historicalview.The same is, to alarge extent, true
also of nongovernmfltalresearch 1nStitUt10fltheir dependence uponcurrent public sit and their ever-present and natural desire to justify
the outlay of resoiies make them moat partial to studies dealing with
problems of cuuent interest end reluctant to engage in athorough analysis
oX long past hisry that cannot 80 obviously and directly be shoni tohear
upon the importaxt problems of 1he present.The economics and cost account-
ing of economic rwearob, asf all socialresearch,differ from tho3e of
researchin the tiaLural sciens, where invariant and potentiallyuseful
findings an be at%&ined at a materially lower cost, withinraoh of on
jadividual scholar unh1ed by the needs ofassistance or of a tie-up
with governmtal aad other organized group-researcha,ncies.
The third, and perhaps most important,obstacleto systematic sta-
tisticalas'irennt andana]ysis ofecononic growth of nat ions 1iin
doubts about tIifruitfulnesS of the aroach.Suchdoubts may stem from
many soursei, und in a'esent1ng aconjectural list of them I mist neces-
eari].y have z'scoui6e to jntrspeCtiOfl. s)urcO of doubt is tLepossible
reeling tbt those over-all uantiti's, nomatter how welldafinedand
closeLy a4ioulcted, mtm t inoyltablygauge result(JltSof a wide variety
of forcesinform in whichenalysls of the forcesis extremely ditticnit,
much more diftjcu.t than inmare elasticawi'oaob employing nonquEinti-
tative evidence nd revealing moredireetly the drives,aspirations, hopes,
aud fears of xxan,AnotlBr poible soin'CSof doubt is therealization
thct major differences in rrte ofeconomic growth,wh6tieP for the same
nation OVOi' tiuor amongcveral nations for agiven period, areclearly
Observable without thecumbersomeapparatuS ofcomprehensive statistics,
and thi t the ratineIa3ntofthis generalknowl34ge is adoubtful iniprovetaint,
considri*g the unavoidablejia"gin oerl'or in thed ata.FT example, the- 166 -
fact that tbo United States enjoy4 a much greatrrate of rektive eco-
noLlic growth sincthe 1870's than did G-reatBritdn or China Is obvious
without elaborate estimates of national income.Why concern ourselves
with the purportedly exact difference In rate? A relatedsource of doubt
is also the assumption that economic growth is a phenomenon whosecom-
mensurability is contined within definite historicalor teporsl limits.
Is there much value In comparing th3 rates of economic growth of two
ntire1y different social-economic organizations, say en industrial ana
preindustrial societyWhat stable and explicab]e patterns can one expect
to find by comring statistical m'asures of two different species of
economic organization?Is it not more important to deal with the critical
stags in a nation's economic history, critical in tt sense that they
mark thtransition, peaceful or violnit, from ontype of economic
oranization to another?And surely, from the standpoint of historical
study, for such crucial phases, statistical masureIu3nt,which assus
homogeneity of the process as a precondition of Its masurability,Is
Scarcely th r1vant and fruitf\il approach.
The tIe-3 sets of obstacles just listedare formidable, singlyand
in combination.Yet they are not prohibitiV),aid there are sons grouMs
for assuming that a systematic statistical studyof economic growth is
both feasible ana pteatially fruitful.
The first two obstacles, scarcity ofbasic data aid theinstitutional
d1ffiu.itj8 of statistical research Ineconomics, have beenpartly over-
come by the developmants during thelast few decades,particularly since
Woriir I.There have been notonly mardadditionS to the supplyof
available data far recent years butalso detemIfledefforts to extend theminto the past and to rconstitutfor th bnetit of students the main
1ineanntS Of eCOnOmiC growth of several nations as farback aS the
present evidence carries us.It is wt possible to present hera an
exhaustive ref3r-nca list; but just as eninteresting illustration of
the literature that hasappeared since 1918, one can recall studies
dealing with the national Income orproduct over periods extendingback
to 1860 or earlier for atleast three countries(United States, United
Kingdom, and Swen) ani forfour or five more orperiods that, while
chronologiCallY shorter, ne'vertbslessrepresent substantialsegments of
their recent historr(Jap, Australia, Germany,and South Arrica).
Ix4eed, myin impression is thatthe supply of data,not only in raw
form but even in a preliminarydigested form (compilatiOn,djUBt1M1t
for continuity,nd so fcrtli), haoutrun analysis axñthat systematic
study of econoiierJth is far fromreaching limitsimposed by scarcity
of available data.
The seøond obstacle ha9not been overoomaconimensuratelY withthe
first.Accumulation of data is1arlY a resultof work ofgovernniital
and semigovernmantalagencies,
in adding to the supplyof data thanin pushingforward the frontiersof
analysis.The institutionalprovisiOn8 f8cilitatmng long-rangesta-
tistical research andanalysis byIndivudal scholarsareti1l relatively
limited.But they are lesslimited than theywere a quarterof a oentul7
of the fewistingInstitUti01' inand of itself,
for jndividUalscholars tofollow suit,WItIX)Ut the
of resourcesthat necessarilY
all, the purelywateria1jffiOU1ti35 ofquantitative
These havenaturallY beenre effective
a; the past work
has made it easier
prohibitive outlay
ventures.Most Ofstudyou]d not ha exaeratsd. Such research is not hayond the capacity
of a properly trained individual scholar, provided that a suitable dolimi
tation of the field of inquiry is made, and that proper ie of the results
ofst work in the field is assured.
But all this does not dispose of the nnjor difficulty:doubts about
the futtfulneSs of such inquiries.Were already established results of
past sys tematic measuremanta and analysisof economic growth avai3.able,
suth doubts might be resolved.While nv,nographic invetigationS,devoted
to this or that aspect of economicgrowth abound, comprehensive studiee
aind at sons significant gereralizatiofla arepractically nonexistent.
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13xceptiitg song of the studies of the KielInstitute (by lbftnn,Sohiotte,
and others).Also some of the tentativegeneralizations in CohnClark's
book already cited.
Yet One Can indicate the goalsthat such study may pursuewith reasonable
expectation of at least partialsuooeSs.
The first faølble resultof syst.matiemeasurement is that there
will be many segmants of economicgrowth whose magnitudeshave been
established by means relativelyindependent of theouient or distant
observers' juigments and biases.The resultingstock of quantitative
knowledmight then b us1lin providin8touchstones in thetesting of
various hypotheses in regardto factorsaffecting economicgrowth or in
regardtOneCessary concomitantsunder apeoifled. conditiOns.By forcing
a greater specificitY uponongenerallY usedconcepts, such asgrowth,
stagnation, decline, maturity,and the like,such a stock of measures
might also serve to reducethe area ofdispute, or atl'ast shift it tø
ie productive fields.Second, systematic measureflEnt of ths growth of total output and of
its parts migit provide the baa:in of a search for some conmonly recurrent
patterna of differentiation accompanying economic growth.Whether or not
such invarient conron patterns will In fact be found, the available
measures should at least provide the basis for nre precise fbrmulation
of types of economies and economic organization (industrial and non-
industrial, free and autheritarian, autarkic and interdependent, and so
forth).And they may provide the basis for explaining the differences in
.sgnitude and character of economic growth among nations during any given
historical period, it the period is characterized by the spread of a given
type of economic system, with or without significantnidification8 (from
its appearance in the pioneer nation to its adoptionby others).Perhaps
one can best understand the economicgrowth of IE tions since the late
eighteenth centurj as a spxad of theindustrial system, first within the
framswork of the rlative3y free capitalistsystem of &igland, of this
cOunt 17, and. of some others (Sweden,France, and so forth); thenwith
substantial medifications in Germany andJapen; later with even nre
striking chenges of the social system inThiIa and, prospectively,i.n some
of its satellite countries.
Third, systematic ineasurenntof economic growthof' nations might
provide the basis for a search of somestable patterns ofchange over
time.Whether such patterns are tobe found onlywithin the limits of
a given bistorioal epoch characterizedby a fairly homogeneoussocial
strncture whose productivepotentialities aregradually exhausted,what
phases can be distinguished withinthis unfoldingof a given economic
order from early days to maturityto decay and toa final breakdOWn- 170 -
succeeded by a new type of economic order -- these are questions the
spø1fi0 anavePa to which depend upon the availabilityof continuous
comparable sets of measures.The 'poriodization' of economic history
nd the pki singof the processea within each distinct period could, one
may asSume, bemade more specific aM lass controversial with ttiehelp
of quantitative measuresof 'the type dseussed here.
Finally, measures of economicgrowth can be analyzed andarticulated
into reflections of theextent to which the nationaleconomies serve the
basic functions or ei. purposesthat economic activity maybe deemad to
satisfy.If so used, the measures mayprovide bases for apraisalSof
the performance ofthe economies indifferent periods andwider different
conditiOfl$ of socialorganization, resourceS,and skills.As a result,
interesting questiOns are1i1ly to emergeregarding why and how these
various units of humansocieties aotd asthey did -- so oftenapparently
against their own broadinterests asdefined in ternof wants,neads,
welfare, or power. Someof thesequestions willbe answerableinterms
of analysis on the levelof economic phenomsflaproper; otherswill
require a search for factorsur. forceslying outsidetheeconoWiC sphere
itself.
Naturally, the divelOPIuflt use InanalystS ofaSureS of
oonomic growth ayeasily resultin uøSSi°modifications of the
unit of observation,of theparticular øbjCtof and of th
answers givn tothe specificqustiOflB ofthe typediscussed hero and
others encountered insecuring themeasures.it Is quitepossible that
nations will prove tobu unsuItunits foranalysis eventhough they
amy continue to bethe mostconvenient unitsofmeaSUr1eX1t orobsorvatioflat the stages of the inquiry, nemely, the estab1ishnnt of the bus ic
economic magnitudes.It is not unlikely that for use in comparisons
bridging over periods of national units characterized by markedly different
types of economic organiZation the present definitions of total output or
national income will have to be substantially modified.It is possible that
in certain types of analysis, for example, those directed at welfare, the
markat-place estimLt3s will tend to b3 rplacd by measures bound more
directly to some exerimentally established factors underlyinghuman welfare.
This is a trend already observable in the measurementof the satisfaction
of needs for food, where nutrition bases andcoefficients tend to be used
alongside or sometins instead of economicestimates, that is, in market
prices of food production and consumption,in the measurement of power
production, where variow3 sources of power arereduced to their energy
coefficients aøl various types of' fuel.to their BT.U.contents.14
indexes of growth might beaccompriniad or replaced byindo'Gf
differentiation.Th,3 r.cder will havenoted that throUghOUtthe diE CUSSOfl
growth has ben dfin'3d as a processof quantitativeeocretiofl rather than
of differentiation anong parts.Ware we in a positionto establish invariant
associations between differentiatiOnand accretion, measuresof the former
could be used as Indexes of growth,and the processof the latter couldbe
identified with differentiationrather than withmerely Increase in total
magnitude.Such a result, or anapproximatiOn to it, maybe secured by dint
of cumulative quantitative studyof economicgrowth as defined here --study
that could deal not only with thetota]. but, aS itinevitablY imist, also
With the significnt parts of anatiOn's output.
Such developments are but anatural anddesirable concomitant ofthe
growth of any field of'itifiO research, aresult of thecuinuktiOn of
data and of established interreltitiOfl3of observablephenomena.Such a
cumulation is desirtb1e;and proceduresthat erinitsuch building on the
basis of past knowledge, WithOUttoo great aloss jthe validity of theI
latter, &re greatly to be preferred to types of Btudy and observation
which because of the lack of determinateness in their formulations,1030
most of their validity once the intellectual clixxte that made them seem
relevant and valid has vaaished.Quantitative measures may losepart of
their value because the object they neasure may seem, in. the light of
objective changes and changes in theory, less strategic than it seemed
before.But given persisting importance of tbobj3et ofmeasurement,
statistical data are susceptible ofcumulation tothe highest degree
Aa statisticians so well know, a series that is twice as long possesses
nre than twice the analytical value --provided continuity and compara-
bility are preserved.It is this advantage of statis tical measuremen.t
aii research that assures its fruitfulness -- intIface of obstacles
imposed by the ever-chiging conxpleiityof economic events and by the
difficulty of tracing, in the over-alltotals of past performance, the
habits, drives, aspirations, and conflictsof living man and societies.